


Silva

Country:  Albania 

Age: 21  
Hobbies: fotography, design,
traveling, music



Hello there!  

My name is Silva, I'm 21 years old and I'm very pleased to introduce myself to you. I just finished

bachelor for Psychology and I'm very happy that I won the internship and I'll be there after some

weeks. I have no plans for now to do the master because I'm trying to accomplish another dream

of mine, which is being a designer. I'm a very good photographer, photos editor and I use

different design programs. I love to travel. I want to see every single place in the world. I love

winter too. Sun and beach are not for me. I take the energy from cold and rain or snow too. I also

used to be a dancer. I'm extrovert. I have a lot of friends and I like to communicate and meet new

people too. I am a "goal person". I wake up every day thinking and working about my goals. Music

is my thing. I walk with headphones, take photos while I'm listening to music, sleep or study while

I'm listening to my favorite songs. I'm more productive and inspired when I listen to music. I'm an

understanding person. Altruist too. I read books and last years I've been reading a lot of

psychology books. I'm an extreme type too. Sometimes there is no middle path. You have to

choose and to be ready for everything and every challenge that comes in your life. Can't wait to

meet you all there. Best regards, Silva. 

 



Baki

Country:  Turkey 

Age: 21  
Hobbies: football, volleyball,

traveling



Dear Kids,  

Hello I hope you’re doing well. I’m Baki from Turkey. I’m 21 years old and studying Economics at

Marmara University - 3rd grade. My family lives in the Mediterranean side of Turkey. I have a

brother and sister. He lives with my family and she lives with me in Istanbul. I have two nieces.

They’re my brother’s daughters. I’m a positive person and really funny. I can make good

relationship with everyone I meet. You can talk me about everything and we can do everything

whatever you want.  

My hobbies are playing football and volleyball, watching TV shows, visiting new cities and

countries, going out with my friends. In my free time I watch football games in the stadium to

support my team. We will spend great time together. I’m going to show you interesting and funny

games. I will teach you Turkish words. You’re going to meet my culture and my country and I will

learn your culture as well. I swear you will really like all these things.   

I’m really excited about this project and Czech Republic. I can not wait to get to know you. I’m

wondering about you and your country, so I’m ready guys. What about you? Are you ready?  

 

Baki Ozel  



Tinatini

Country: Georgia 

Age: 21  
Hobbies:  traveling, children,
reading, aviation



Sometimes it is hard to introduce yourself because you know yourself so well that you do not

know where to start with. Let me give a try to see what kind of image you have about me through

my self-description. I hope that my impression about myself and your impression about me are

not so different. I am a person who is positive about every aspect of life. There are many things I

like to do, to see, and to experience.  I like to travel in Historical Country, I like History, like

country’s peace, I like metropolis’ noise, I like delicious food and traditional dances, I like good

books and romantic movies, I like to laugh, I like mountains, nature, I love children and games to

play with them.And my huge Like is Aviation. From my childhood I am keen on aviation. Aviation

has always fascinated me. I can remember being a baby and looking up into a bright blue cloudless

sky watching a very high jet drawing out its white contrail. The voice of aircraft always paid my

attention.In school years I wanted to connect my life with aviation, but there  was some problems

about it. In my opinion does not exist and there is no problem, which can’t solve motivated and

enthusiastic person, so now I study at Law Faculty but I am going to continue working in aviation

sphere.  This is a brief introduction of myself. Do not expect too much and keep your sense of

humor. 



Mohamed

Country:  Tunisia 

Age: 27   

Hobbies:  English, football, 
water-polo, children 



Dear kids 

I hope my email finds you well, I am writing you this mail in order to reveal my skills and also my

program for this project.  

So first of all, my name is Mohamed Amine Dhib I'am a lawyer , English is my favorite language and I

also improved my level by practicing it at Amedeast by which I reached the level 8 in case my skills are

appropriate for this project, so they can benefit from my knowledge, moreover I will teach them

English and also I will share with them the culture and traditions ofmy country Tunisia. Hopefully this

will be interesting and helpful for them.  I am very attracted by kids and all kids love me.when I was in

the mini club I did many activities with kids and all of them apreciate that . I like playing football and

water polo so I played with them .in this life I ve only one rule if you give more you get more .i am very

generous personne and I am looking forward to beeing in Prague to share this generosity with them .i

consider that the kids s world is mine because all of us has kidness side . I am very excited to let them

know about my culture and to learn from them and from our team different cultures. Dear kids I am

sure that we ll spend magnifique moments together .we are going to dance to talk to each other to

discuss some topics and to learn many arabic word . I can not wait to meet you and to share great

moments with you . 

Thank you for time & Best regards.  

Mohamed Amine Dhib, Lawyer. 



Damaris

Country:  Italy 

Age: 21   
Hobbies: teaching, children



Hello,  

my name is Damaris Palminteri and I am 21 years old. I come from Italy where I live in a small town

in the province of Agrigento (Sicily). 

I an attending my studies at the Kore University of Enna. My faculty is called Primary Education

Sciences, which is a single-cycle master's degree, and allows me to become a teacher. 

To be able to attend the university full time and follow all the university commitments, I live in

Enna, and I feel very well in this city. I moved there from home at the age of 19, but I found

another family in my colleagues and I had the opportunity to make new friends. 

This year I have started the internship for the first time in some elementary classes, and I was able

to see firsthand what it means to be in contact with children and dedicate a large part of my day to

them. Children need a lot of attention, but it is a job that has no equal for its beauty and greatness

of soul. In my free time, I do not have any particular hobby. Unfortunately I do not practice any

sport, and I am a little ashamed of this, but honestly I prefer to spend my free time with friends or

my family. My family is everything for me, I owe them my life and I will never stop thanking them

for the values that they gave me. 

 

                  

 



Vanda

Country:  Georgia 
Age: 26  
Hobbies: teaching, children



I’m Vanda Nizharadze from Georgia . I live now capital Tbilisi. I graduated University Of

Goergia Public Administration and got bachelor degree. Last  year I pass Master’s

degree and I continue studying again Public Administration , because of I want to

become professional on this field .  It’s interesting for me because of in my country

need to develop public sector and  solve many social problems .  

This time I work in TBC Bank  as a sales consultant . This work require good

communications skills and permanently mobilize yourselfe . I have very busy schedule

and have a little time to do interesting thing , studying and working together is not easy

thing. Because of  I have motivation to discover new thing , new country , new abilities

and improve myself.  

I have the best expectations on this project and I’m very happy to get chance become

more global citizen. I want to  share other people  information of my country  , because

we have very acient history . 

 

 

 



Kontakt:

karolina.dolejskova@aiesec.cz 

+420776465911 

 


